reflection on FORMING AN
OPEN DATA AGENDA IN SANDWELL

iSandwell is a collaborative project between
Sandwell Council, community organisations
and residents that looks to encourage the use
of digital in the region.

We DO THIS THROUGH CAPACITY BUILDING WITH THE
THIRD SECTOR VIA A RANGE OF ACTIVITIES SUCH AS:
Training // workshops and toolkits via
ISANDWELL ACADEMY
Funding // MICRO FUNDING AND mentoring THROUGH
THE ISANDWELL ACCELERATOR
Consultation // ISANDWELL LAB, FEET ON THE STREET
SURVEYING , ISANDWELL CAMP AND STEERING GROUP

It must be said, forming an open data agenda within
the Council is not a priority of the project and it
was not stated in the project brief.
All of the content that has involved open
data in Sandwell has been community driven,
iSandwell has just been the catalyst to start the
conversation and we are using this engagement to
form policy within the Council.

Quick disclaimer, iSandwell is owned by Sandwell
Council, New Union is just commissioned to design
and develop the project so any questions about
digital policy Council wide should be direction to
Sandwell MBC staff.

isandwell open data
activities

funding third sector:
Future VI Fest
Sandwell Visually Impaired were awarded
funding to create Future VI Festival this was
a series of hackathons to form a digital policy
driver Sandwell Council and other partners
could use to influence strategy.
The website is undergoing final
accessibility testing within the VI
community and that data will be
released before Christmas 2018.

Datatools Sandwell
A toolkit that provides information on how
Sandwell thiird sector can manage their data.
Inside Outcomes created a digital platform
alongside workshops within the 6 towns, here
they also offered refelction on open data.
www.datatools-sandwell.org.uk

training:

iSandwell Academy
Through our iSandwell Academy
workshops we’ve covered how third sector
and community groups can add value
to their work in practical situations from
gather evidence for funding, marketing,
community journalism and social media
strategy - we have put these workshops
up for download from the iSandwell
website.

Data Brew workshop
iSandwell welcomed Data Brew to run their Open Data for Everybody: A Beginner’s Guide to
Understanding Open Data to showcase what open data in and to perform some light mapping.
It was stated in regards to where
participants from data they
reported traditional routes such as
search engines due to their own
knowledge but outliend a need to
better understand open data and
how they can access it.
Participants also questions
their and Sandwell third sectors
confidence in using open data
which is a theme we are seeing
a lot within open data and
communities, we feel a lot of this is
due to language.

consultation:
Wednesbury

Oldbury

West Brom

iSandwell Roadshow
We held a series of feet on the street style consultations in Sandwell asking the
community what is important to them in regards to digital - we published all of
this data with data blogs on the iSandwell website,

iSandwell Lab
Every 4 weeks we will be working on
themes, some of these coming up in
the future will be Universal Credit, food
poverty and youth participation but for
the first theme we are looking at how
we get more of Sandwell using open
data to add value to their work.
We talked about what kind of data
would be useful to the room and
they said information on local
demographics such as ethnicity, age
and communities, other organisations
sharing best practice, mapping,
funding information, employment,
sporting activities and health data.
Other findings include...

When we looked into what is important to us and in regards to data, participants stated:
What we can use locally
How we can shine sharing data in a positive light as sharing information is seen as
something scary to organisations
Examples of data being used well, especially in Sandwell and the West Midlands
Evidence of cohesiveness
Using data to improve things
Sandwell Council working closely with communities and sharing evidence
More learning, how to connect data we already hold and how to convert it to open data

On how we can encourage more third sector to use open data in Sandwell, people stated:
Looking at the language around the process, not speaking in jargon
Using video media such as how to guides and vlogs
Making it user friendly
Collecting people’s views on why it’s important from a Sandwell narrative
Sandwell Council senior management getting involved in the wider iSandwell agenda and
attending meetings with community around digital policy
It is easy to access
Helping more Sandwell organisations to share their data
A workshop showcasing examples of open data being used at community level
Social media campaigns
Case studies of open data being used such as guest blogs from professionals
Sandwell Council and organisations sharing data with each other

Sandwell Trends:
Sandwell Council currently has a fairly primative digital platform that maps trends within the region - iSandwell
plans to build on this into the iSandwell platform.
The iSandwell Lab also discussed how it would be useful to have a community owned open data platform in
which will share data between partners, hold Council data and have the functionality to upload their own data
such as reports and community surveys.

short term goals:
iSandwell Lab
Creating a series of open data minded community engagement events on the run up to Christmas, encouraging
Digital Champions to write on the subject and translate it’s uses to the community.
We will then package up this consultation and release it after the Christmas period, using this as community
feedback towards a Council level strategic document to grow the initiative.
An open data steering group within the Council
iSandwell digital platform
As highlighted when discussing Sandwell Trends, functionality for community to upload and share data
alongside finding datasets relative to their work.

thank you
www.isandwell.org.uk

